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ABSTRACT

Edge computing is a recent paradigm where computing resources are placed close to the user, at the edge of the network. This is a promising enabler for applications that are too resource-intensive to be run on an end device, but at the same time require too low latency to be run in a cloud, such as for example mixed reality (MR).

In this work, we present MR-Leo, a prototype for creating an MR-enhanced video stream. It enables offloading of the point cloud creation and graphic rendering at the edge. We study the performance of the prototype with regards to latency and throughput in five different configurations with different alternatives for the transport protocol, the video compression format and the end/edge devices used.

The evaluations show that UDP and MJPEG are good candidates for achieving acceptable latency and that the design of the communication protocol is critical for offloading video stream analysis to the edge.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the rise of user resource demand for applications has led to the emergence of cloud computing, that is especially heavily used for providing storage as a resource. With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), the amount of data to be processed is straining networks. Moreover, new application areas such as online gaming or remote surgery have stringent latency requirements that the cloud, due to its typically remote location, cannot provide.

Therefore, a new paradigm has appeared where computation and storage resources are moved closer to the end user, as a complement to the cloud computing infrastructure. Fog computing [7], edge computing [23] or distributed cloud bears with it promises such as low latency, increased privacy and reduced load on the network. In the rest of the paper, we choose to use the term edge computing to refer to this new paradigm.

Application areas for edge computing are very diverse, including content delivery, healthcare, connected vehicles, and smart grid, and adopt the paradigm in various degrees of maturity[1]. However, it is hard to find data coming from a real implementation in some application area in order to make systematic performance benchmarking studies. This is one motivation for choosing mixed reality (MR) as a vehicle for such studies in this paper.

What does this MR area correspond to? In a recent survey, Bekele et al. [5] present the reality-virtuality continuum and its evolution since the original description by Milgram and Kishino [18]. This continuum presents the span between reality on one side and virtual reality (VR) on the other side. In between are augmented reality (AR) and augmented virtuality (AV), depending on how much virtuality is embedded in the real-world. MR is the umbrella term for both AR and AV, designating any technology mixing reality and virtuality.

MR is an application area that is well-suited for edge computing since it usually requires a high amount of computation and low latency in order to achieve high quality of service (QoS). In this study, we consider an MR application that constructs a 3D map of the environment and can place virtual objects into it. Such an application requires advanced computer vision algorithms in order to perform the task. Our goal is to study the case where such an application would be run on a device with limited capabilities, and understand trade-off between various choices from the end device to the edge and back. To the best of our knowledge, there is no freely available MR application using edge computing that can be used to understand the resource-timeliness trade-offs in this area.

We believe that this knowledge is useful for several reasons. First, it is of interest for all researchers designing algorithms and techniques for the edge paradigm (e.g. task placement), to have information about as many workloads as possible in order to test their work. Further, it gives some insights for technology developers about the challenges to overcome in order to deploy such applications and highlights areas for conducting further research.

Hence our work aims at answering the following research questions: Is offloading all MR-related computations to the edge empirically feasible? What resources are required (especially for networking, but also for computing on the devices)? What is the impact on...
performance considering different design choices for specific parts of the system?

Those research questions are answered by the following contributions: 1) MR-Leo, a generic framework for offloading analysis of video streams to the edge, 2) a prototype implementation of it in the context of MR, released open-source, 3) a study of the impact of current one-hop communication on the overall performance, and 4) a study dissecting the end-to-end latency of one frame on a couple of hardware configurations. Essentially our study points clearly to the significance of reducing transmission times for this class of applications, e.g. through future generation networks.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 introduces offloading for the edge and our case study. Then, Section 4 presents the MR-Leo implementation, and Section 5 describes the performed performance evaluation. Results with regards to communication are in Section 6 and we dive into end-to-end frame latency in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORKS

In a recent survey, Chatzopoulos et al. [9] describe the current state of the mobile AR area and the need for offloading some of the heavy computations required by AR applications. Such an offloading can be done: on a companion device, in the cloud or at the edge; and in two ways: either the rendering is still performed locally or both the rendering and the computing are performed on the remote device. Another possibility is to use approximate computing but this technique is still at an early stage. In this paper, we investigate the case where both rendering and computing are offloaded.

The idea of offloading MR tasks has been studied in the context of cloud computing. Luo [17] implemented a gesture interface running on a local cloud located within the University of Illinois that is rendered on a display wall. Naqvi et al. [21] implemented an enhanced indoor positioning system giving the user extra information about where she is by analyzing the environment. They successfully offloaded the object recognition task to the cloud. However, the recognition latency was high, at best 2 seconds. Shea et al. [25] created an application similar to the Pokemon Go game where they offload part of the computation to the cloud. The rendering is performed in the end device, which differs from our study. Huang et al. [15] propose a framework called CloudRidAR for creating AR applications using the cloud for offloading parts of the AR tasks. In their prototype, the rendering is done on the end device and the feature tracking at the edge as this part is more computation-heavy.

As edge computing aims at reducing application latency, it is promising for MR and a few works have started investigating it. For example, Ahn et al. [3] study the filtering of AR application content using reinforcement learning techniques. They evaluate their proposed optimized policy in a custom-built AR simulator based on the Unity game engine. The same group made a later study [2] about imitation learning for personalized AR, still using their custom AR simulator. Different from them, we implement and evaluate an actual implementation of an MR application. Zhang et al. [31] study the use of different edge devices for performing the tasks of encoding and rendering, in order to improve quality of service. They evaluated their optimized solution with simulated user demand. Our work is complementary, as we study performance with actual user demand, for one edge device computing both the rendering and the encoding.

In their work, Chen et al. [10] study prototypes for seven different wearable cognitive assistance applications. They use their Gabriel platform [14] for implementation. Their evaluation study includes a comparison of running the application at the edge or in the cloud, using 4G or WiFi for the first hop connection, and a comparison of using smart glasses and mobile phones. Their study shares some similarities with ours, in the sense that they also study the latency of AR applications in different setups and investigate the impact of different hardware characteristics at the edge, however it also differs on several points: we consider a type of application that has not been studied in this context (i.e. one that presents an enhanced video stream to the user and not only visual or auditory indications), and present an extensive study about the communication link. In contrast, Gabriel only uses MJPEG over TCP.

Recently, Trinelli et al. [30] investigated Network Function Virtualization for providing computing acceleration for MR by offloading to the edge. The MR application type considered was object detection using machine learning (ML) techniques. In their framework, called NEAR, they consider that the device creating the video stream is different from the one displaying the MR-enhanced stream. In our case, this is done in the same device.

Object recognition using ML is also the focus of Zhang et al. [32]. Their system called Jaguar can recognize an object with low latency, after an offline training phase of the edge part. Contrary to our work, they perform some pre-processing of the video frames on the end device, whereas we do all the processing at the edge.

The field of MR and especially AR is very active, and can be considered as one of the killer app for edge computing [10]. One of the latest realisation platforms is WebAR. In WebAR, a browser is used to provide an AR solution that is supposed to be lightweight and cross-platform. Qiao et al. [22] evaluate the performance of a WebAR implementation that showed lower latency when run at the edge compared to when running on the end device. Different to them, we use an application MR, which is still the most commonly used scenario while WebAR is still in the emerging phase [22].

There are few studies comparing different transmission protocols in client-server relationships in MR-related contexts. For example, Fernandez et al. [12] found that UDP allows twice as many supported clients as TCP in a collaborative augmented reality scenario. However, in this case, the messages exchanged between the clients are about the location, and not about video streams as in our case. When implementing their Gabriel prototype, Ha et al. [14] tested both TCP and UDP and concluded that the difference between them in terms of response time was negligible when transmitting over Wi-Fi. They then decided to use TCP to avoid the complexity added by UDP for maintaining reliable transmission. As our application differs from the ones studied using the Gabriel framework, we compared the two protocols to see if it makes a difference in this case. The NEAR framework of Trinelli et al. [30] only considered TCP.

Finally, among the above prototypes or frameworks implemented by researchers, it is noticeable that only the Gabriel platform is available as open-source software, thus enabling further research and easier comparison of similar works. We believe this is an important aspect and therefore provide our prototype implementation open-source for the community to use.
To summarize, edge computing promises very short latencies but the review above shows that so far no benchmarks with strict timing requirements are used in edge research papers.

3 OFFLOADING MR TO THE EDGE

In this section we first discuss the motivation for performing offloading to the edge, then we define the problem that we are considering in this paper. Finally, we present our developed application, which exploits mixed reality.

3.1 Motivation

MR applications usually require a lot of computation resources for their execution, due to the complexity of the computer vision algorithms and/or graphic algorithms included. This has the consequence that some applications can only be run on powerful machines and not on mobile ones [9], even though those are becoming more and more powerful. This is verified by looking at the MR frameworks released by Google (ARCore) or Apple (ARKit) to run on their smartphones. Both are only supported for a limited range of devices [1, 2], which have high CPU power and motion sensors, but can nevertheless get into high temperatures upon this usage.

Even though mobile devices such as smartphones are nowadays quite powerful, developing techniques for offloading at the edge is also an enabler for providing MR on other types of end devices (e.g., wearable devices), that are more resource-constrained than smartphones [26].

Offloading to the cloud, that can be considered as having unlimited resources, is one of the solutions that has been envisioned in the past [15, 17, 21, 25]. However, with the recent advent of edge computing, works such as the one from Chen et al. [10] have shown that using edge is clearly preferable to using cloud for AR applications, because of the reduced latency delay that edge implies.

In addition to latency considerations, offloading to the edge is also preferable from an energy point of view as the telecommunication networks have the highest share of the overall energy consumption of ICT, and the fact that edge computing consists of local traffic is a step in the right direction [4]. Keeping the computation as close as possible to the end users would also keep the energy cost of MR applications as low as possible.

3.2 Problem Description

In this work, we study the process of edge offloading, i.e. moving parts of an application to the edge in order to perform the heavy computation there and free resources in the end devices. The aims are to either enable the application to run on devices with lower capabilities and lower heat, free resources on end devices in order to run other applications, and extend the battery life of end devices running the application. This generic idea of edge offloading is illustrated in Figure 1. The input can for example be sensor data such as a video stream or a GPS location, and the output something that will be displayed to the end users.

We consider the case of an application that gathers input and outputs results in the same end device (as shown in Figure 1). Other works like the one by Trinelli et al. [30] considered the case where the input and output devices are different.

In order to make an offloaded version of such an application, one needs to first identify the parts of the application pipeline that are resource intensive (in orange on Figure 1) and then to make them execute at the edge instead. Input and output processing on the end device can be more or less resource-heavy depending on the application. In the offloaded scenario, communication is required between the end and the edge devices in order to make the application work. Hence, the quality and characteristics of those two communication links are going to be decisive for the final QoS of the offloaded application.

Ideally, those communication links should:

- Have a low latency, in order to keep the final total latency as low as possible
- Have sufficient bandwidth, for handling the data required by the application
- Be reliable, or have a back-up solution if the link is not available
- Be secure, to ensure the application will not be affected by attacks.
- Guarantee privacy, as sensitive data may be required for the application

It should be noted that the above problem is described in a generic way and could be used for any application. In this work, we conduct a case study of the above problem in the context of mixed reality, and focus on the first two aspects of the communication links.

3.3 Case Study: Mixed Reality

An MR application aims at enhancing reality with virtual elements. It can be including a few virtual elements, like an Android mascot in a room, or many virtual elements like real persons moving into a virtual city.

The basic phases of an MR application are illustrated in Figure 2. First the reality is captured, usually in the form of a video stream (1), then this stream is analyzed and a virtual representation of the world is constructed (called the point cloud) (2). After that, the virtual graphics are created and placed to be at the wanted position (3) and finally the resulting video stream is displayed to the user (4). Next, we describe these in more detail.

**Sensor input:** The end device can be equipped with different sensors, the most common being a camera that will gather a video stream of the reality. This input can also be combined with other sensory input such as input from the Inertial Measurement Unit, to give more precise information about the end device’s movement.
After creating the virtual element(s), this part uses the point cloud to compute information to place each element at an appropriate location in the surroundings of the end device, thus creating an overlay to the initial video stream.

Point cloud: In order for the virtual elements to blend nicely in the reality and therefore bring the illusion of reality to the end user, the MR application needs to create a virtual representation of the surroundings of the end devices and to follow the location of the end device in this environment. For example, this will enable the detection of flat surfaces (horizontal or vertical) in order to place virtual elements, such as a 3D virtual touristic guide at a position that makes sense for a human. For example, it would seem strange to have the guide walking on a wall.

In order to create this representation, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques have been developed in the past [8, 13]. Those techniques enable the creation of a 3D map of the surroundings and keep track of the end device’s position within it. This 3D map is often modelled as a 3D point cloud. This part is very computationally intensive since advanced computer vision are required for e.g. edge detection, human face detection, and structure from motion, to create the surroundings map.

Graphic overlay: Once the point cloud is created, it will be used to provide the MR functionality, for example to place the virtual element(s) when needed. A visualization of the point cloud can also be output to the user. Depending on how fine the virtual objects should be rendered (only text or 3D objects with use of shadows, refined textures, etc.) the resource requirements for this part vary. After creating the virtual element(s), this part uses the point cloud information to place each element at an appropriate location in the surroundings of the end device, thus creating an overlay to the initial video stream.

Display: Finally the resulting video stream comprising the original video stream with the added virtual graphic overlay is displayed to the end user.

In our case study, we want to offload the parts (2) and (3) of the MR application pipeline shown in Figure 2 as candidates for heavy computation. The point cloud creation part (part (2)) is always computationally intensive, whereas the graphic overlay creation (part (3)) may not be. However, it requires the knowledge of (2) in order to work correctly. As the point cloud data is quite important and modified all the time, it is not desirable to transmit it frequently. Parts (1) and (4) are kept in the end device and correspond to the input and the output steps in Figure 1.

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

In order to make an empirical study of the feasibility of offloading to the edge for an MR application, we developed our own prototype. This is to the best of our knowledge the first available open-source prototype for MR that allows video streaming back to the end device and in-depth study of the communication link.

In the following sections, we present the architecture of the prototype, some design choices and discuss insights gained during the implementation process. The code for the prototype is made fully available online\textsuperscript{3, 4} in the hope to contribute to further development and studies of MR. In addition to the code, readers interested in implementation details are referred to [16].

4.1 Architecture

MR-Leo has a client/server architecture. On the client side (the end device), only the input/output tasks of Figure 1 are performed, corresponding to parts (1) and (4) of the MR pipeline presented in Figure 2. On the server side (the edge device), the heavy computation part of Figure 1 is performed, corresponding to parts (2) and (3) of Figure 2.

To implement the communication link that will transport the required data between the end and the edge devices (yellow arrows in Figure 1), two major aspects had to be dealt with. First, there was a need to perform encoding and decoding of the video stream on both the end and the edge device. Second, a transmission protocol had to be chosen for the video stream. As we want to study different alternatives for those parts, the architecture is made modular to allow switching between different variants for those components.

Figure 3 presents a high-level view of the MR-Leo architecture. The client part takes two types of input: video input (either coming from the end device’s camera or a recording) and user input (e.g. pressing the screen to add an MR element). The client outputs via the user interface both the original video stream and the resulting MR-enhanced video stream on the end device display. The video streamer and the video receiver are in charge of preparing the video for transmission, respectively reception over the communication link (including encoding, respectively decoding).

On the server part of MR-Leo, there are two kinds of input possible, both coming from the client part: the encoded video stream and messages indicating user input. The server outputs an MR-enhanced video stream to the client. Mirrored from the client, the arriving video stream has to be decoded and the MR-enhanced stream is encoded before leaving the server. The central part of the server software is the MR component, where the heavy computation described in parts (2) and (3) of Figure 2 is performed.

The MR-Leo architecture is modular, making it easy to test different networking protocols, encoders/decoders or MR frameworks (for example other implementations of SLAM techniques such as CNN-SLAM [29] or LSD-SLAM[11]).

\textsuperscript{3}https://gitlab.liu.se/ida-rtslab/public-code/2019_mrleo_server
\textsuperscript{4}https://gitlab.liu.se/ida-rtslab/public-code/2019_mrleo_client
4.2 Design choices

MR-Leo was implemented to work on an Android smartphone acting as the client and a Linux machine acting as the server. To implement the MR-Leo architecture, we use a mix of already existing software frameworks and libraries and custom-implemented components, when off-the-shelf alternatives were not suitable or available. Figure 3 also indicates the parts we implemented completely ourselves (in blue), the parts where we reused existing open-source libraries (in pink) and the parts for which we modified existing open-source libraries (in purple). For some parts (indicated with a blue/pink fading), it depends on the configuration chosen.

The open-source frameworks that were used were: Gstreamer\(^1\) for implementing the video streaming/receiving parts, ORB-SLAM2 \(^2\) for SLAM techniques for MR, and Pangolin\(^3\) for rendering MR graphics to an image feed. It was out of the scope of this work to evaluate the performance of the SLAM algorithms used. Therefore, we selected the ORB-SLAM2 framework that obtained good results in the SLAM benchmark SLAMBench2 \(^6\), as a representative for state-of-the-art SLAM framework. For the server video streamer and the client video receiver, we use Gstreamer or a custom implementation of an MJPEG encoder/decoder as alternatives in our evaluations below.

4.3 Insights

During the implementation of MR-Leo, we gained several important insights about what to consider when developing an MR application. We describe them here as they might be guidelines for further work in this area.

Currently, the SLAM algorithms used at the edge for creating the point cloud do not have a bounded execution time. This means that it can take variable time analyzing a specific frame. During that time, the next frames cannot be analyzed and are queued in the server. In order to avoid latency accumulation, a resilient mechanism has been implemented to ensure that outdated frames will not be handled by the application and are dropped. However, this should not be happening too often in order to keep the QoS. Therefore, one guideline for developing a responsive MR application is to strive towards handling a frame before the next one comes.

Although the communication between the end and the edge devices and the MR calculations may appear as being two separate parts of offloading to the edge, they are in reality intertwined. Indeed, what is chosen as communication link will have an impact on the quality of the video stream to be used as input for the MR algorithm. If this quality is too low for the chosen MR algorithms, then the QoS of the application will degrade, not because of the choices made for MR but due to the communication link.

Some important benefits of taking off-the-shelf components for implementing MR-Leo are: reduced developing time, access to a community and less frequent (or patchable) bugs. However, this choice also comes with important drawbacks in the context of MR. We noticed that in order to achieve the low latency which was our target for MR at the edge, one has to optimize both the MR framework and create tailored streaming components that are more specialized than the current ones.

\(^1\)https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
\(^2\)https://github.com/stevenlovegrove/Pangolin

Finally, encoders/decoders used are sensitive to the frame rate of the video stream and irregular frame arrivals will have a negative effect on performance. Therefore, another guideline for developing an MR application is to reduce the difference in time spent for analysis of each frame, so that the MR output is as regular as possible.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the experimental setup in which all the following experiments were conducted. Then, we discuss the used metrics and in particular the concept of end-to-end (E2E) latency for mixed reality. After that, we present the evaluation results for our baseline configuration and discuss acceptable performance.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

We first describe the scenario and then the test environment.

5.1.1 Experiment scenario. An experiment consists in capturing a dynamic scene with a smartphone and sending the captured video stream to an edge device that will analyze it to create a point cloud. The scene is dynamic because the camera is moving. Then, the stream is augmented with a visualization of the point cloud sent back to the smartphone. Figure 4 presents this scenario. We can see that in addition to the steps present in Figure 2, the prototype requires additional steps related to the video transmission between the end and the edge devices. In addition, the smartphone user can press a button in order to add a virtual element to the scene. In this case, the steps performed are a bit different, as shown in green on Figure 4. The main difference is that the uplink transmission now only consists of a message indicating the element to be added, and not of the full video stream.

The evaluation in this work consist in comparing different configurations that can be used for the scenario presented in Figure 4. The configurable parts were i) the video compression format used for encoding at the end device (and necessarily, for decoding at the edge device) (i.e. (b) and (d) on Figure 4), ii) the transport protocol used for the uplink transmission ((c)), iii) the video compression format for encoding at the edge device (and necessarily, for decoding at the end device) ((g) and (i)), iv) the transport protocol used for the downlink transmission ((h)). The other parts of the prototype can be modified but this was out of the scope of this work.

Each experiment was conducted 30 times for the same configuration in order to mask any network interference or computing
we conducted a second set of experiences with another edge device was automatically triggered five times, every 10 seconds.

During each experiment run, the addition of a virtual element was automatically triggered five times, every 10 seconds.

5.1.2 Test environment. We first ran the experiments with a first edge/end device pair, hereafter called the baseline devices. Then, we conducted a second set of experiences with another edge device or end device that exhibit different characteristics of interest. Those are denoted as the extra devices in the paper.

Regarding edge devices, the baseline device is a Lenovo Thinkpad T450s laptop. The laptop runs Ubuntu 18.04 and has 12 GB RAM and an Intel Core i5-5200U CPU (2.2 GHz, 2 cores, 4 threads), which is classified as a high mid-range CPU as of July 2019 [27]. The extra edge device is an HP Elitebook 840 G5. It runs Ubuntu 18.10 and has 16 GB RAM and an Intel Core i7-8550U CPU (1.8 GHz, 4 cores, 8 threads), which is classified as a high end CPU as of July 2019 [28]. Therefore, the extra edge device is expected to be somewhat more powerful than the baseline one.

The baseline end device is an LG G6 smartphone running Android 8.0 and equipped with the Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 mobile platform. It contains a Qualcomm Kryo CPU (2.4 GHz, 4 cores) and 4 GB RAM. The extra end device is a Samsung A5 (2017 model) also running Android 8.0 and equipped with the Samsung Exynos 7880 mobile processor. It contains a Cortex A53 CPU (1.9 GHz, 8 cores) and 3 GB RAM. Compared to the baseline device it is a bit less powerful but provided hardware from a different vendor.

During the experiments, all third-party applications on the end devices were uninstalled, and the internal applications that could be disabled were disabled. On the edge devices, no other application, scheduled tasks or other services were running in the background.

The experiments were performed over a local network set up using an Asus RT-N12 router disconnected from the Internet. The edge device was connected to the network using an Ethernet cable and Gigabit Ethernet (1000 Mbit/sec), and the end device was connected using an 802.11n wireless network. The end and edge devices were placed within one meter from the network gateway, and the same positions were used for all tests using the same devices. Figure 5 shows a picture of the test environment.

Figure 5: Test environment.

Hardware performance fluctuations. In order to ensure reproducibility between the runs, a video play-back is used instead of the actual camera feed. The test video used is 60 seconds long and is set up in an indoor environment. The full video is available online\(^7\), and has a resolution of 640x480 pixels and a frame rate of 30 fps.

During each experiment run, the addition of a virtual element was automatically triggered five times, every 10 seconds.

5.2 Performance Metrics

In order to measure the performance of the prototype application in the different configurations, we study two different aspects. Both are of importance so that the virtual elements integrate seamlessly with the reality, i.e. for QoS. The first aspect is the latency of the application. This one should be low in order for the application to be reactive enough the user’s movement and interactions. The second aspect is the throughput of the application, i.e. how much of the incoming stream is displayed with the added virtual elements to the user. This contributes to QoS by being related to how well the virtual elements integrate with the reality in a seamless manner.

For the latency aspect, the metric commonly used [10] is end-to-end (E2E) latency. However, in the context of this study, this could mean two different things. The first way to consider E2E latency is to measure at the end device the time elapsed between the moment the end user presses the “Add virtual element” button and the moment when the virtual element appears on the display (Steps (a-bis) to (j) on Figure 4). We denote this first latency metric as the time to virtual element (T2VE). This is the metric considered for E2E latency by Chen et al. [10].

However, we argue that in our MR scenario, E2E latency could also be understood and measured as the time it takes for a captured video frame to be displayed with the MR enhancement on the display (Steps (a) to (j) on Figure 4). In our scenario, this is expected to be different from the T2VE as the video has to be transmitted to the edge device and back, and not only one way. We denote this second latency metric as the frame round trip time (FRTT).

The T2VE is automatically measured by adding in the mixed reality part, in addition to the virtual element, a row of pixels with a uniform color not present in the video and detecting in the end device the appearance of this row. Our tests showed that this detection is lightweight and do not impact the results. Similarly, we modify some frames of the original video to contain a row of pixel with a second color for the FRTT measurements.

The throughput aspect corresponds to how many of the incoming frames are processed by the edge device and how many are discarded due to the resilient mechanism described in Section 4.2. Indeed, in order for the SLAM algorithms to perform well, the number of frames dropped should be as low as possible. We measure this second aspect as the number of frames received at the end device. This way, we account for frames loss in the MR algorithms, but also during transmission, which is part of the prototype under evaluation.

5.3 Evaluation of the Baseline Configuration

In the rest of the paper, the baseline configuration consists of the baseline end device and the baseline edge device using a H.264 video stream transmitted over TCP. Those two were chosen because H.264 is widely used for video streaming, and TCP has been chosen for other MR prototypes [10]. We evaluate this baseline using the performance metrics presented in Section 5.2.

Figure 6a shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the T2VE measurements for the baseline configuration. It can be seen that the value at the 90th percentile is 1122 ms, but also that the it can be as low as 208 ms or as high as 4363 ms. Since this data includes the measurements made during the 30 runs for the five

\[^7\]https://gitlab.liu.se/ida-rtslab/public-code/2019_mrleo_video
times a virtual element is triggered, we performed further analysis to identify what is causing those extreme values.

We find out that in the test video, there is in particular one moment where the SLAM framework has difficulties in constructing the point cloud. This moment happens around 30 seconds, when the camera moves out of the previous scene to film the surroundings. If we isolate the measurements for the virtual element triggered at 30 seconds (presented in Figure 6b), we can see that they show a lot higher latency with the 90th percentile at 2313 ms, more than double compared to the whole dataset. This is a direct consequence of the point cloud being lost in the MR system, so the virtual element cannot be placed and rendered until the point cloud is recovered.

On the contrary, Figure 6c shows the CDF for the T2VE the next time a virtual element is triggered. At this moment in the video, the point cloud creation is stable, and then the T2VE is 6.8 times lower than for the previous one, with a 90th percentile at 342 ms.

During each experiment run, we measure the FRTT for six different frames, with ten seconds within them. Figure 6d shows the CDF for the FRTT measurements. We note two interesting aspects. The first one is that contrary to the T2VE measurements, the FRTT measurements are less spread. This is due to the FRTT measurements occurring when the point cloud is stable. The second aspect is that the FRTT measurements show 1.6 times higher latency at the 90th percentile than the T2VE ones (538 vs 342 ms). This is expected as the "add a virtual element" message is transmitted faster than the video stream itself, in its own data link.

Finally, we find that the baseline throughput varies but in 95% of the cases is superior or equal to 24 fps (not shown due to space limitations).

### 5.4 Acceptable Performance

In order to evaluate the intrinsic performance of the prototype, we look up for performance guidelines for MR applications in the literature, related to the two aspects of performance investigated.

With regards to the latency aspect, the idea is that the MR enhancement should appear as immediate to the user. In his study of acceptable response time for human-computer interactions, Miller [19] present the limit of 100 ms for the system’s answer to be perceived as immediate. 100 ms is also the higher bound that is considered as the limit after which an online action-based game will be perceived as unplayable [24]. However, the latency is dependent on the end device used. For example, mixed reality projected inside VR glasses requires latency to be under 20 ms in order to prevent motion sickness [9]. In our phone-based scenario, we adopt the threshold for acceptable performance as 100 ms.

With regards to the throughput, the displayed video stream should display a high-enough frame rate so that the user cannot identify individual frames. We consider that an acceptable performance on the end device is a video stream returned from the edge device at 24 fps, which is the standard used in the movie industry.

### 5.5 Discussion

With regards to the thresholds defined above, the baseline configuration achieves acceptable performance for the 90th percentile with regards to throughput but not with regards to latency, whether it is T2VE or FRTT. In order to identify which part of the system is the bottleneck, we perform a breakdown of the average FRTT (Table 1).

We can see that the vast majority (92%) of the latency is spent in the transmission. Therefore, we investigate alternatives to the baseline configuration for the video transmission in Section 6. Moreover, the latency breakdown indicates that time is spent in the communication service. In particular, frames are queued before being processed by the edge device due to the MR framework being occupied at processing one of the previous frames. Therefore, it is also relevant to investigate the impact of added computational resources, which we do in Section 7.

Another interesting thing that came out of the baseline configuration evaluation is the fact that the video stream used will have an important impact on the performance of the application. When the point cloud is stable (i.e. measurements at the 20th, 40th and 50th seconds), T2VE is lower than when the SLAM framework used is having issues.

Finally, the difference in measured latency for T2VE and FRTT shows that when studying the performance of an MR application that offloads both the computing and the rendering it is important
we found that a suitable and stable amount of feature points (around 200) can be achieved for a bandwidth of 2000 kbit/sec for TCP and 4000 kbit/sec for UDP. The difference is due to the fact that UDP has to transmit complete frames all the time because some could be lost whereas TCP only needs to send the difference between frames most of the time. We use those bandwidth values for the latency measurement in order to compare latency and throughput for a similar frame quality used as input to the communication service. The transport protocol typically used in related works is TCP. This is explained by the fact that frame losses are going to be higher with UDP since the protocol has no guarantee for receiving them and this can impact not only the frames loss during the communication but also the performance of the SLAM framework as it may be harder to maintain the point cloud if frames are missing (meaning that the computing time per frame at the edge may increase).

The prototype was designed so that it is easy to study the impact of changed modules, e.g. the video compression format. Previous work focused on the computational part. Here, we investigate what could be done in order to decrease the time spent in the communication link, compared to the baseline solution. We study two aspects of the communication link between the end and the edge device: the transport protocol and the video compression format.

The prototype was designed so that it is easy to study the impact of changed modules, e.g. the video compression format. Previous work focused on the computational part. Here, we investigate what could be done in order to decrease the time spent in the communication link, compared to the baseline solution. We study two aspects of the communication link between the end and the edge device: the transport protocol and the video compression format.

### 6.1 Impact of the Transport Protocol

The transport protocol typically used in related works is TCP. This protocol ensures all the video frames will arrive and in the correct order. However, this comes at the cost of the overhead for the acknowledgment packets. Using UDP, there is no guarantee that all the frames will arrive and in which order, but it is more lightweight. In this section, we study the impact of replacing TCP with UDP in the baseline configuration used in steps (c) and (h) depicted on Figure 4. The rest of the steps are not modified.

We find that changing the transmission protocol has an impact on three aspects of the communication link: the minimum bandwidth required, the latency of the MR application (both T2VE and FRTT), and the application throughput.

As described before, the MR framework requires images of a high enough quality in order to create a point cloud. If the video frames have been compressed so much that interesting features are not distinguishable anymore, then the MR application will not be able to deliver its service. In the prototype, how much the frames from the video stream are compressed is directly related to how much bandwidth is available on the link. Therefore, we performed a separate experiment that step-wise increased the bandwidth available on the communication link and measured the number of feature points tracked by the MR framework. The results are shown in Figure 7 and we found that a suitable and stable amount of feature points (around 250) can be achieved for a bandwidth of 2000 kbit/sec for TCP and 4000 kbit/sec for UDP. The difference is due to the fact that UDP has to transmit complete frames all the time because some could be lost whereas TCP only needs to send the difference between frames most of the time. We use those bandwidth values for the latency measurement in order to compare latency and throughput for a similar frame quality used as input to the communication service.

### 6.2 Impact of the Video Compression Format

Another interesting part of the communication link is the video compression format, because it will have an effect on how long the encoding/decoding phases will be. As an alternative to the common H.264 format used in the baseline, we use in this section another common format: the MJPEG one, for the steps (g) and (i) of Figure 4.

We find that using the MJPEG format improves the latency (both T2VE and FRTT), as shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The latency at the 90th percentile is indeed 6.7 times lower than for the baseline using TCP (177 ms vs 654 ms). With regards to throughput, the acceptable frame rate of 24 fps is achieved 79% of the time with UDP, which is lower than for TCP. This is explained by the fact that frame losses are going to be higher with UDP since the protocol has no guarantee for receiving them and this can impact not only the frames loss during the communication but also the performance of the SLAM framework as it may be harder to maintain the point cloud if frames are missing (meaning that the computing time per frame at the edge may increase).

### 6.3 Summary

We showed that using UDP instead of TCP has the potential of reducing the latency of the MR application. However, this comes at the cost of higher bandwidth required for the communication link and the MR framework has to tolerate potential loss of frames. Thus, application developers or edge infrastructure providers will have to keep these trade-offs in mind when deploying their services.
Our study of the video compression format showed that our custom implementation of an MJPEG encoder/decoder for the downlink keeps the high frame rate of GStreamer using H.264 but at a lot lower latency. Further quality of experience (QoE) studies are however required in order to determine the impact of using a different video compression format on the quality of the resulting video depending on the bandwidth used. Indeed, the current prototype is not affected with regards to QoS by an unsufficient bandwidth on the downlink, but the end user QoE might be.

One further performance gain is to use hardware encoding instead of the software encoding used at the moment. Preliminary tests performed indicate that this has the potential of lowering the latency even more when using UDP.

7 A DEEPER LOOK AT FRTT
FRTT is important in the studied MR application as it has a high impact on the QoS. If the FRTT is too high, the user will notice that the video stream containing the virtual elements is not matching what he/she is currently filming.

In this section we test two hypotheses. As visible in Table 1, although the bulk of the FRTT is spent for transmission, around 1% of the total (corresponding to 5% of the acceptable performance) is spent in queuing frames in the edge part since the MR framework is already busy. Therefore, the first hypothesis (H1) is that using a more powerful edge device will remove this queuing time, and thus reduce the FRTT. Then, as all the heavy computations are performed at the edge, the FRTT should not be impacted by changing the end device. This is the second hypothesis (H2).

7.1 H1: A better CPU improves FRTT
In order to test H1, we compare the performance of the prototype application when running on the baseline edge device and on the extra, high-end edge device. Table 2 summarizes measurement statistics, where MR includes point cloud creation and graphics.

In particular, we present in Figure 10a a breakdown of the average FRTT for different configurations. The results are surprising, because the average FRTT for the high-end configuration is 1.13 times higher than for the baseline configuration. Hence, an edge device with a more powerful CPU does not necessarily reduce the FRTT, it can actually increase it.

Even though the overall FRTT is increased, we zoomed in on the part of it that is spent at the edge. Figure 10b shows that the queuing time in the communication service is indeed reduced when using the high-end configuration. The MR framework is also executing faster. However, the high-end configuration had negligible impact on the time spent on graphics. We conjecture that to decrease this part, other improvements such as using graphic accelerators are needed, if the SLAM framework used can take advantage of it.

7.2 H2: FRTT is smartphone-independent
Chen et al. [10] showed that in the context of wearable devices, there is a performance impact based on the hardware used. With major computations done at the edge, we now compare the baseline device with an additional smartphone (Samsung), that, although a bit less powerful than the baseline one, should be fully capable of handling the MR application. The results are presented in Table 2.

Unexpectedly again, the values show that the Samsung configuration has 1.36 times higher FRTT on average. This indicates that some part of the application is handled differently by the two end devices considered. By looking at Figures 10a and 10b, it appears that it is the transmission part that behaves differently, i.e. either the encoding/decoding, the WiFi transmission or the way the TCP protocol is handled. Interestingly, preliminary results with UDP showed that the difference in FRTT in this case is lower between the two configurations, indicating that the protocol handling should be investigated further.

8 CONCLUSION
Mixed reality applications are a good candidate for offloading at the edge. Indeed, they require heavy computation and very low latency in order to deliver high quality of service to the end user. However, deploying an MR application that performs video streaming towards
This work was supported by the Swedish National Graduate School [10] Zhuo Chen, Wenlu Hu, Junjue Wang, Siyan Zhao, Brandon Amos, Guanhang Marcus Gårdman and his team at Ericsson for our discussions that in Computer Science (CUGS). The authors would like to thank are in use and where hardware accelerators are exploited. The MR to execute within a future 5G deployment where other protocols are producing the latency of the MR application such as using hardware acceleration for encoding/decoding, using other SLAM frameworks, and using other types of protocols and dissecting combinations of those. Moreover, it would be interesting to study the application with regards to its energy usage. Finally, this work could be extended to execute within a future 5G deployment where other protocols are in use and where hardware accelerators are exploited. The MR prototype is provided open-source to encourage other researchers to experiment with it and test other interesting aspects of MR offloading at the edge.
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